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Black Lion Audio announces availability of PG-P Portable Power

Conditioner

Complete with proprietary PG-P PORTABLE FILTERING TECHNOLOGY

Boutique audio company Black Lion Audio announces the availability of its PG-P

Portable Power Conditioner — a studio-class power conditioner complete with

proprietary PG-P PORTABLE FILTERING TECHNOLOGY to provide the same noise

filtering found in the majority of rack-mount power conditioners, despite looking like

a run-of-the-mill surge protector — as of July 15…

Poor-quality power is the bane of many musician’s lives. Let’s face it, poor-quality

power knows no bounds — in homes, on stages, and especially rehearsal rooms.

Whether working with modern modeling amplifiers or vintage synthesizers, poor-

quality power has a nasty habit of adversely affecting signal paths, which is never a

good thing. Thankfully, Black Lion Audio has been trusted by musicians for years to

modify the best gear and make it even better, which is exactly what it took to

create the PG-P Portable Power Conditioner — taking industry-standard designs, and

improving them to the point of peak performance.

Power conditioning, of course, comes naturally to Black Lion Audio. After creating an

acclaimed line of confidence-inspiring, rack-mountable power conditioners,

including the recently released PG-2 — a full-featured peak performance power

conditioner with a 120V Power Grid of 14 outlets providing an average of 99.7% of

noise filtering, thanks to proprietary PG-99 Filtering Technology, the Chicago-based

boutique audio company collectively felt that the time had come to provide the

world with proper portable power.
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Put it this way: while the resulting PG-P (Power Grid Portable) might well look like a

run-of-the-mill surge protector, in reality it is a studio-class power conditioner that

not only provides more noise filtering than other portable power conditioners but

the same noise filtering found in the majority of rack-mount power conditioners!

Cue proprietary PG-P PORTABLE FILTERING TECHNOLOGY, as boldly blazoned in

writing across its top panel. Pictures paint a thousand words, according to the

saying, so picture this: the PG-P itself is built using premium Panasonic capacitors,

selected due to their superior execution in eliminating high-frequency noise that

robs equipment of its peak performance. Interestingly, in testing, this provided an

average of three times the noise filtering capability of other portable power

conditioners at the same price point.

Perfect for any musician’s rig, the PG-P provides studio-grade power on the go via

six wall-wart-spaced outlets, backed by confidence-inspiring Ground OK, Protection

On, and Clean Power On LEDs. Let the music play... in homes, on stages, and even

rehearsal rooms!

PG-P is available to purchase through Black Lion Audio’s growing global network of

dealers/distributors.

www.blacklionaudio.com
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